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Vapor-liquid nucleation in the binary system n-nonane/methane is investigated by molecular dynam-
ics simulation. The supersaturation is achieved by cooling down the system during the expansion
in order to closely mimic the real process. Binary clusters formed by nucleation are frequently
inhomogeneous objects in which components are not well mixed. By studying high-pressure nucle-
ation and cluster growth in the n-nonane/methane mixture, we demonstrate the role of structuring
effects in these processes. At typical simulation conditions—pressure 60 bar, temperature 240 K,
and nucleation rate ∼1026 cm−3s−1—the mole fraction of methane in the critical cluster reaches
80 percent, which is much higher than its equilibrium value in the bulk liquid at the same pressure
and temperature. These observations are supported by the recently formulated coarse-grained theory
for binary nucleation as well as by the experimental observations. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868963]

I. INTRODUCTION

Phase transitions take place via a complex kinetic process
starting with nucleation in a supersaturated system and fol-
lowed by the growth of the new phase via surface growth, ag-
glomeration or coagulation, and ripening. In case of conden-
sation, the system can be supersaturated by a fast expansion
leading to cooling down. Experimentally, the pressure drop
can be realized by a variety of methods: e.g., in an expansion
cloud chamber1 or in a supersonic nozzle.2, 3 The nucleation
process is usually analyzed by optical detection of droplets
using scattering techniques. However, it is rather difficult to
detect and investigate the critical clusters, because their size
ranges from a few atoms or molecules to about 100 at typical
values of supersaturation. The critical cluster size is an im-
portant property: once a cluster has passed this size it is likely
to continue growing to a stable bulk phase.4 Therefore, the
knowledge of the properties and the structure of the critical
cluster is very important for a better understanding of nucle-
ation processes5 and further development of nucleation theo-
ries. There are various effects of the cluster structure which
can influence the modeling of the nucleation process. One of
such effects is a preferred orientation of molecules in the in-
terface of a small cluster, which can affect the surface tension:
for example, methanol molecules exhibit a preferred orienta-
tion of the CH3 group towards the surface.6 In case of a binary
critical nucleus spatial distribution of species inside the clus-
ter, found e.g., in water/butanol systems,7 modifies the cluster
properties compared to the two-phase bulk system. For the
system n-nonane/methane, it has already been shown8, 9 that
the composition and the structure of the clusters differ sig-
nificantly from the bulk phase behavior. In this case, enrich-
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ment of methane molecules at the interface region has been
found. Furthermore, the mole fraction of methane in the criti-
cal cluster is much higher than the fraction of methane in the
equilibrium bulk liquid at the same pressure and temperature.
Experimental data on the critical cluster properties are rare
and often require much experimental effort.

Early approaches in binary nucleation theory10, 11 are
extensions of the single-component classical nucleation the-
ory (CNT)12, 13 and do not account for inhomogeneous clus-
ter structures (adsorption effects). Later developments dis-
tinguish between the core and the surface of a cluster14–16

by introducing a Gibbs dividing surface. Beyond that a tran-
sient state of the critical cluster, having a transient structure,
was discussed.17 A thorough treatment of adsorption effects
combined with statistical-mechanical considerations applied
to small clusters has been recently proposed in Ref. 18.

Theoretical work, such as molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation, can contribute to the understanding of the nu-
cleation process including the analysis of the critical cluster
properties and the growth of these clusters to stable droplets.
There are various methods of simulating the nucleation pro-
cess. Besides Monte Carlo approaches for the determination
of the activation barrier of the nucleation process,19 MD sim-
ulations can be employed to study the dynamics of the nu-
cleation process. It includes transient stages, which influence
the growth of small entities of the new phase. In case of
condensation, these are small liquid-like clusters growing to
liquid droplets. Transient states can be the formation of a cer-
tain size-dependent structure which vanishes in the course of
further growth.17 These may be atomic ordering,20 the above
mentioned molecular ordering,6 or demixing.7 Such struc-
tures may not exist in the macroscopic phase and hence van-
ish during further growth. In recent years, several approaches
to simulate the nucleation dynamics have been proposed. In
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direct simulation of nucleation, an equilibrated stable system
is transferred into a supersaturated state, for example, by in-
stantaneously decreasing the temperature. Then, the change of
the system on its way back to a new equilibrium state is ob-
served. If the supersaturation of a vapor phase is high enough,
eventually the system starts to form small clusters by fluctu-
ations. Once the activation barrier for nucleation, being the
minimum work of critical cluster formation, is overcome, the
cluster on average grows continuously to a stable droplet.

Technically there are various ways to generate super-
saturation in MD simulations. One can induce a tempera-
ture jump and then fix the temperature at a low value by a
numerical thermostat. There are different ways for the im-
plementation of such a thermostat. In case of weakly inter-
acting systems, such as argon, a directly applied homoge-
neous thermostat may be reasonable. The simplest methods
are the isokinetic direct velocity scaling or weak coupling
by a Berendsen thermostat.21 Other methods are the Nose-
Hoover thermostat22–24 affecting the forces and the stochas-
tic Andersen thermostat.25 In case of strongly interacting sys-
tems, these approaches are less appropriate.20, 26 The latent
heat, set free during nucleation and growth, is very large lead-
ing to a strong temperature rise of the clusters which have just
been formed. If the complete system, consisting of hot clus-
ters and cold vapor, is cooled down homogeneously, the va-
por phase atoms are artificially cooled down below the target
temperature. In such systems, it is necessary to use a carrier
gas thermostat.20, 27, 28 The carrier gas itself is coupled to a
thermostat, as described above, but the nucleating substance
exchanges energy only by collisions with the carrier gas. This
approach not only avoids the problems mentioned above, it
is also closer to the experimental process, where usually a
carrier gas is present.

In our work, cooling is caused by the expansion of the
system.29 Hence, one does not need to apply a thermostat ei-
ther to the nucleating substance or to a carrier gas. In this
context, we must distinguish between (i) systems with one nu-
cleating substance and a passive carrier gas and (ii) binary nu-
cleating systems. A system with a passive carrier gas actually
exhibits a single-component nucleation: the carrier gas does
not interfere with the nucleation process beyond its function
as a heat transfer medium (removing the latent heat). In the
case of (ii), both substances take part in the cluster formation.
Besides cooling down, supersaturation in expanding binary
systems can be influenced by the change in solubility. This is,
for example, the case in the rapid expansion of a supercriti-
cal solution (RESS) process30 where the rapid decrease of the
solubility during the expansion is the main effect.

In the present work, we investigate the gas-liquid nucle-
ation in the binary mixture of n-nonane and methane. Since
the vapor mole fraction of methane is very high, the major
cooling effect is related to the methane expansion. A pres-
sure drop pushes the system into the binary two-phase equilib-
rium region, eventually leading to the phase separation. Both
species take part in the cluster formation at the given external
conditions; hence, we actually deal here with the process of
binary nucleation.

For the determination of the nucleation rate based on
molecular dynamics simulation, we employ the so-called

threshold method of Yasuoka and Matsumoto.28 It requires
a sufficiently large simulation system in order to detect a cer-
tain amount of clusters formed by nucleation. In other words,
the method represents an analysis of cluster statistics in the
system. The amount of clusters with the size larger than a
given threshold value is counted and plotted versus the simu-
lation time. This is done for various threshold values for bet-
ter statistics. These plots exhibit a linearly ascending domain
which should be parallel for all threshold values. The slope of
this linear domain is proportional to the nucleation rate. The
critical cluster size can be calculated afterwards using the nu-
cleation theorem31 as it is done in the analysis of experimen-
tal nucleation isotherms. In addition, the cluster size statis-
tics, especially the size fluctuation, can be related to the crit-
ical cluster size.32 The threshold method is a quasi-stationary
technique in the sense that within a certain time the system
behaves close to the stationary state with a constant super-
saturation and quasi-stationary nucleation. This falls into the
linearly ascending domain of the Yasuoka-Matsumoto plot
which is short enough to avoid the possible influence of clus-
ter coalescence (see Chap. 8 of Ref. 4) (the latter appears
later in the stagnating and descending domain of the Yasuoka-
Matsumoto plot). In order to have a stationary system for a
long period of time, one has to keep that state alive by inter-
fering with the simulation system. Such an approach has been
proposed by Horsch and Vrabec33 who combined the grand
canonical ensemble with the so-called McDonald demon34

being a Maxwell demon for clusters. This demon cuts the
cluster size distribution at a given size by removing clusters
having reached that size. These clusters should be big enough
to guarantee further growth to the stable droplets. The grand
canonical treatment of the vapor phase replaces successively
the atoms, which have been removed as a cluster from the sys-
tem, by keeping the chemical potential constant. By doing so
it is possible to maintain the state of the system for an arbi-
trarily long time at the expense of interfering the dynamics of
the system. In this approach as well as in the quasi-stationary
linear domain of the Yasuoka-Matsumoto plot cluster
coalescence is unlikely.

Although the type of interactions in the two compo-
nents of the system under study—n-nonane and methane—
is quite similar, the system is asymmetric due to the differ-
ence in molecular sizes (or rather chain length) of the two
species. This makes them immiscible over a wide range of
pressures and compositions. From the point of view of appli-
cations, the system n-nonane/methane can serve as a simpli-
fied model for natural gas, containing predominantly methane
and a small amount of heavy hydrocarbons. The experimental
data of the system of interest corresponds to the vapor mole
fraction of the heavy component—n-nonane—of the order
of 10−4 35, 42, 43 which is typical for the operating conditions
of modern supersonic gas-liquid separators, manufactured by
Twister BV, aiming at removal of heavy hydrocarbons and
water from the natural gas.36

Looijmans et al.37 included the real gas effects in the
study of nucleation in the system n-nonane/methane by means
of the Binary Classical Nucleation Theory (BCNT) (see, e.g.,
Chap. 11 of Ref. 4). Including the real gas effects is nec-
essary because the condensation process takes place at high
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pressures and high vapor-phase densities which are beyond
the applicability of the ideal gas law. It was found that the
mole fraction of methane in the critical cluster increases with
the pressure but is always lower than in the equilibrium bulk
liquid at the same pressure and temperature. Furthermore,
they found that the increasing amount of methane decreases
the surface tension and, hence, the nucleation rate increases
at high pressures. Experimental data for the nucleation rates
in the pressure ranging from 10 to 40 bar and temperature be-
tween 230 and 250 K have been reported by Luijten et al.8

They found that the amount of methane in the critical clus-
ter is much larger than in the corresponding equilibrium bulk
phase, which is in contradiction with the results of Ref. 37.
The authors attribute this disagreement to a possible cluster
structure consisting of a cluster core with a lower methane
concentration and a surface layer containing predominantly
methane molecules. This is in agreement with recent work on
the transient structure of the binary clusters in this system.9

Luijten et al.8 also found that no binary nucleation theory
was able to model the experimental data and attribute that
to the enhanced methane concentration in the critical cluster
as suggested by the experiments. Later measurements of this
system with an improved experimental technique38 confirmed
the earlier results. Using the thermodynamic considerations,
Kalikmanov and Labetski39 showed that at sufficiently high
pressures, above the so called compensation pressure, the net
effect of the unlike (in our case: n-nonane-methane) interac-
tions in the mixture becomes so strong that it leads to the neg-
ative partial molecular volume of n-nonane in the vapor phase
giving rise to an active entrainment of methane molecules into
the cluster.

II. METHOD

For MD simulations of this work, the software package
Moscito is used,40 which we have further developed for the
investigation of nucleation and growth and optimized to treat
large system sizes. The quantitative molecular modeling of
thermophysical properties by molecular simulation requires
accurate force fields. In this work, we employ a potential
model developed by Martin et al.,41 the so called TraPPE-
UA-model. This is a Lennard-Jones based potential model
where every alkyl-segment is treated as a separate interaction
site. The TraPPE-UA force field (UA = united atom) utilizes
pseudo-atoms located at carbon centers of the different alkyl
groups (CH4, CH3, CH2). The Lennard-Jones parameters for
these groups used in the TraPPE Force Field are presented
in Table I. For interactions between different Lennard-Jones
sites, the standard Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules are

TABLE I. Lennard-Jones parameters for the TraPPE Force Field for
alkanes.

Pseudoatom ε/kB [K] σ [Å]

CH4 148 3.73
CH3 98 3.75
CH2 46 3.95

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of the TraPPE interaction model for n-nonane.

applied. The force field parameters for a certain interaction
are transferable between different molecules.

The total potential energy is divided into a bonded and
a non-bonded part. The non-bonded contributions, being the
van der Waals interactions, are used only for the interactions
of pseudo-atoms belonging to different molecules or belong-
ing to the same molecule but not accounted for by any of the
intramolecular bonded potentials. The intramolecular bonded
interaction include three contributions41 (see Fig. 1): (i) a
fixed bond lengths of 0.154 nm for neighboring pseudo-atoms
(1-2 interactions), (ii) harmonic angle bending potentials for
pseudo-atoms separated by two bonds (1-3 interactions) with
a force constant kθ /kB = 62500 K rad−2 and an equilibrium
angle θ0 = 114◦,

ubend = kθ (θ − θ0)2/2,

(here kB is the Boltzmann constant) and (iii) dihedral torsion
potentials for pseudo-atoms separated by three bonds (1-4
interactions)41,

utors = c1[1 + cos φ] + c2[1 − cos(2φ)] + c3[1 + cos(3φ)]

with c1/kB = 355.03 K, c2/kB = −68.19 K, and c3/kB

= 791.32 K. For all simulations, we used a cutoff value of
1.4 nm. Hence, the non-bonded intramolecular interactions
start with the 1-5 interaction and include all higher ones.
This potential model has been chosen because its parameters
have been fitted to the phase equilibrium data. Having correct
phase equilibrium data is important for the calculation of the
supersaturation of the system.

As it was noted, typical experimental values of the n-
nonane mole fraction in the vapor at given conditions are
very low being in the order of 10−4. This requires a large
amount of methane molecules in the simulation box. In or-
der to keep the simulation feasible, we have used a one-site
Lennard-Jones model for methane which is a quite good ap-
proximation at given conditions. The simulation systems con-
sist of roughly 95 000 methane molecules with 125 to 343 n-
nonane molecules leading to yC9 ranging between 1.3 · 10−3

and 3.6 · 10−3, which are still approximately 10 times higher
than in experiment. The values of yC9 used in the simulations
are presented in Table II. Variation of yC9 occurs as a result
of our simulation procedure: the mixture is generated from
pure methane by inserting n-nonane and deleting the methane
molecules that overlap with the n-nonane molecules. The ini-
tial box size before the expansion ranges from 18 to 23 nm3.
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TABLE II. Nucleation rates obtained in the simulations. The physical properties are explained in the text.

Data ρstart [mol/dm3] ρnuc [mol/dm3] J [1026

point yC9 Tstart [K] of methane Tnuc [K] pnuc [bar] of methane log10(SC9) cm−3s−1]

A 0.0036 320 13.28 274 48 2.47 1.36 2.02
B 0.0036 320 18.14 250 43 2.45 2.07 2.63
C 0.0036 320 25.87 240 55 3.66 2.13 8.51
D 0.0036 300 18.14 232 43 2.83 2.64 2.46
E 0.0036 300 25.87 220 46 3.66 2.93 10.06
F 0.0023 300 13.28 249 40 2.34 1.94 0.92
G 0.0023 300 18.14 234 51 3.50 2.18 2.33
H 0.0023 320 18.14 245 31 1.79 2.19 1.91
I 0.0023 300 25.87 216 44 3.45 2.92 3.55
J 0.0023 320 25.87 224 29 1.90 3.03 1.54
K 0.0013 300 18.14 220 32 2.12 2.89 1.12
L 0.0013 300 25.87 202 29 2.30 3.76 1.66

The time step for solving the equations of motion is 1 fs in all
simulations.

A. Expansion simulation

For the simulation of the expanding solution, we employ
a recently developed method for the simulation of the rapid
expansion of a super critical solution (RESS) process.30 The
expansion is simulated via a stepwise enlargement of the sim-
ulation box with short equilibration runs in between. After
the NVT equilibration simulation, followed by a short NVE
equilibration run, the box is expanded by 0.1 nm in all three
dimensions. At each expansion step a short NVE simulation
over 3.5 ps is performed. After this run, the box is expanded
again followed by another NVE run, and so on. Depending
on the enlargement step and the time period for the NVE run
at each expansion step, the velocity of the expansion can be
varied. In a detailed study,30 it was found that around 100
expansion steps are sufficient.

B. Cluster detection

In order to locate clusters in the simulation system, ana-
lyze cluster statistics, and calculate the nucleation rate, an al-
gorithm for the detection of a cluster has to be implemented.
Several cluster definitions suitable for the given system are
available in the literature (see Chap. 8 of Ref. 4). Here we
use the distance criterion of Stillinger44 extended by the life-
time criterion.30 Within the Stillinger definition, two atoms
belong to the same cluster if their separation is smaller than
a given distance rSt. Its value is typically in the order of 1.5
times of the atomic diameter. The factor 1.5 is somewhat ar-
bitrary, but usually its variation between 1.2 and 1.8 does not
affect the results significantly. Within the Stillinger definition,
two atoms passing by or colliding with high energy are also
accounted as a cluster. This leads to some fluctuations in the
cluster size, which usually do not affect the result. We here ex-
tend the cluster definition by a life-time criterion: two atoms
belong to the same cluster if they remain closer than rSt during
a certain life-time τLT. One can estimate τLT from the atomic
velocities using the kinetic gas theory.30 This gives typically

the value τLT in the range 1-2 ps. Here we use τLT = 2 ps
which we have found as a suitable value for the given system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Expansion of pure methane

Methane is the abundant component in natural gas while
the n-nonane vapor mole fraction is very low: the ratio of n-
nonane to methane molecules is in the order of 1:104. There-
fore, it can be expected that the properties of the mixture in the
vapor phase are dominated by methane. Furthermore, expan-
sion simulations of pure methane are required to agree with
the adiabatic path of the expansion process. Not all proper-
ties needed for the calculation of the adiabatic curve of the
n-nonane/methane mixture are available, whereas there are
accurate equations of state (EoS) for methane.45 Therefore,
the single-component system serves as a quantitative test for
the expansion method: through its comparison with the ex-
pansion of the actual binary system one is able to distinguish
the effects caused by interactions between the two species and
internal degrees of freedom.

Calculations of pure methane require less computational
power, since methane is treated as a united-atom Lennard-
Jones site. This is a feasible way to analyze fundamental
aspects of the expansion simulation method for the system
under investigation. The method has so far been tested only
for carbon dioxide30 modeled by an electrostatic model—
in contrast to Lennard-Jones methane used in the present
study. Quantitative differences between these substances are
expected, for example, in the extent of cooling due to the ex-
pansion. Therefore, we have performed different expansions
with pure methane at different initial conditions. The methane
density varied in a range from 6.25 to 25 mol/dm3 and the
temperature varied in a range from 220 to 260 K. The result-
ing initial pressures varied from 10 to 60 MPa. Furthermore,
the time period for each NVE run at each expansion step
varied from τ (NVE) = 1.5 to 5 ps.

With respect to the time period of the NVE simulation
at each expansion step, a limitation of the simulation method
can be observed. If the expansion of the system is too fast,
i.e., the time of the NVE simulation at each expansion step,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2. Example for an expansion simulation (points) of pure methane (a) and (b) and binary mixture n-nonane/methane (c) and (d). The initial conditions of
this example run are: T = 230 K, ρ = 25.87 mol/cm3. Also shown are the adiabatic (isentropic) curve for pure methane calculated from the Setzmann-Wagner
reference EoS45 (dashed lines) and the coexistence curve for pure methane calculated with the same EoS (solid line in (a) and (b)).

τ (NVE), is too short, one can observe the leftover of a
condensed phase in the form of a cluster in the middle of
the box. This cluster did not originate through the “normal”
growth mechanism, but is an artifact of the chosen value of
τ (NVE) because the system just did not have enough time
to equilibrate. Hence, small τ (NVE) yield inhomogeneous
distribution of the methane molecules within the box. If the
expansion is carried out with a larger τ (NVE), then at the
same initial conditions (temperature, pressure, density) one
observes a homogeneous expansion.

We have compared the expansion data from MD with the
adiabatic (isentropic) expansion curve and the vapor pressure
curve calculated with the reference equation of state of Setz-
mann and Wagner.45 The aim of the comparison is to check
whether the model is able to represent the expansion of the
real system. This accounts for inaccuracies of the potential
parameters as well as the different degrees of freedom of real
methane and the united atom model resulting in different heat
capacity ratios. The results are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
One can see a good agreement of the simulation results with
the reference EoS in the pressure-temperature plot (Fig. 2(a)).
There is, however, a parallel shift of the expansion curve in the
temperature-density diagram (Fig. 2(b)). This shift is related
to a relatively strong change in the state conditions in the first
expansion step. Still the curves are close and parallel show-
ing that the simulation expansion path is meaningful. One can
also see that the expansion path does not cross the coexistence
curve, i.e., methane remains in the one-phase region.

B. Expansion of the binary mixture

In the expansion simulations of the mixtures, one can ob-
serve similar effects as for the expansion of pure methane.

Again, a too short NVE simulation with of τ (NVE) = 2.5
ps between each expansion step results in a cluster leftover
induced by the simulation method. If one increases the equi-
libration time to 3.5 ps, realistic cluster growth can be ob-
served. One gets a homogeneous phase with several nucle-
ation events leading to many small clusters. Due to the lack of
an accurate reference equation of state for the binary system
n-nonane/methane, we compared the results of MD simula-
tion with the adiabatic expansion of the pure methane shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). As an example, the results for a bi-
nary system are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The devia-
tion of the MD simulations of the mixture from those of the
pure substance is caused by the added n-nonane molecules. In
the temperature-density plot, the curves are shifted being not
parallel as for pure methane.

It should be noted that the chosen method of generating
the supersaturation by expansion does not allow imposing the
desired values of temperature T and pressure p at the onset of
nucleation. It is only possible to choose the initial conditions
at high pressure. Therefore, the values for T and p result from
the simulation and are not predefined.

To be sure that cluster formation takes place only during
the expansion simulation, we analyzed the cluster statistics in
the initial system and found that the cluster size in the initial
system was typically two (n-nonane dimers) with some fluc-
tuations. We carried out simulation runs of about 0.5 ns before
each expansion simulation and did not observe the formation
of a stable cluster of n-nonane in the initial solution.

C. Calculation of the supersaturation

For the calculation of the supersaturation, the equilibrium
vapor mole fractions are required. The available experimental
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FIG. 3. (a) Bulk phase diagram of the n-nonane/methane system for three different temperatures.35 The green point marks the mole fraction of the critical
cluster during nucleation simulation (MD: 240 K). The arrow indicates the equilibrium phase mole fraction of methane in the bulk liquid corresponding to the
nucleation conditions (240 K, 60 bar) studied in the MD simulations. The curves are correlations with the PC-SAFT equation of state. (b) Enlargement of the
methane-rich part of the phase diagram.

data for the methane vapor mole fraction are approximately
yC1,eq ≈ 0.9999 independent of pressure and temperature35

(see Fig. 3(b)) which makes it difficult to determine the n-
nonane equilibrium vapor fraction yC9,eq = 1 − yC1,eq at the
given p and T. That is why for equilibrium calculations, we
use the PC-SAFT equation of state,46, 47 which is particu-
larly suitable for modeling the chain molecules like n-alkanes.
Even though PC-SAFT has some deviation from the experi-
mental data in the vapor branch of the phase diagram, it re-
produces the trend properly (see Fig. 1 from Ref. 35) and is
more suitable for the calculation of the supersaturation than
the low-resolution experimental data. The correlation of the
experimental data on the liquid side, in the pressure region of
interest, is quite accurate as one can see from Fig. 3(a). De-
viations appear at pressures above 100 bar and in the critical
region, which is typical for classical (mean-field) equations
of state. Since PC-SAFT, as well as TraPPE, properly de-
scribes the experimental data, we can use it for the calculation
of the supersaturation in the simulation system. The parame-
ters of the pure substances (n-nonane and methane) are taken
from the original papers on PC-SAFT46, 47 while we fit the bi-
nary interaction parameter T12

∗. All parameters are listed in
Table III. The supersaturation SC9 of n-nonane is given by
(Chap. 13 of Ref. 4)

SC9 = yC9

yC9,eq(p, T )
, (1)

where yC9,eq(p, T) is calculated by means of the PC-SAFT
EoS. The values for p and T are averaged over the period
of nucleation, i.e., over the linear domain in the Yasuoka-
Matsumoto plot. For example, in Fig. 4, p and T are averaged
over the period from 0.4 to 0.65 ns corresponding to the linear
domains for clusters larger than 4, 6, 8 n-nonane molecules,
etc. In this specific case, the values at the beginning of the lin-

TABLE III. Parameters for the PC-SAFT equation of state used here.46, 47

T* is the attraction parameter and b the covolume parameter.

Tij*/K bij/cm3mol−1

methane 150.03 16.0224
n-nonane 244.51 17.9213
Cross interaction 188.64 16.9719

ear domain at 0.4 ns are T = 228 K and p = 60 bar and the
averaged values are T̄ = 220 K and p̄ = 46 bar. This gives
a variation in the supersaturation of 0.30 on the logarithmic
scale for this specific configuration, where the average varia-
tion/uncertainty in the supersaturation over all simulation runs
is 0.16. This difference may be regarded as the variation of
the supersaturation during the nucleation period rather than an
error of the supersaturation.

D. Nucleation

To analyze nucleation rates J, we apply the method of
Yasuoka and Matsumoto28 plotting the number of clusters
containing a number of n-nonane molecules larger than a cer-
tain threshold value nthres as a function of time. Since the
composition of the cluster is approximately constant during
the nucleation period,9 one can use the number of n-nonane
molecules in the largest cluster for the Matsumoto-Yasuoka
plot also for the estimation of the binary nucleation rate. In
our case, we analyzed clusters larger than 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and
12 n-nonane molecules. The slopes in the linear domain (see
Fig. 4) yield the nucleation rate (see, Chap. 8 of Ref. 4)

J = 1

Vbox

∂

∂t
N∑ (nthres, t). (2)

FIG. 4. Yasuoka plots for an expansion of a system consisting of 94450
methane + 343 n-nonane molecules, x(n-nonane) = 0.0036, with the initial
conditions T = 300 K and ρ(CH4) = 25.87 mol/dm3.
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FIG. 5. Nucleation rates for different mole fractions and different initial
methane densities (circles: 25.87, triangles: 18.14, squares: 13.28 mol/dm3).

Here N∑(nthres, t) is the number of all clusters larger than nthres

at time t and Vbox is the volume of the simulation box. The
slopes of the curves for various threshold values in the linear
domain are approximately equal (except for a little variation
due to a regular uncertainty of the method). The nucleation
rates for different mole fractions, different densities ρstart, and
temperatures Tstart at the beginning of the expansion are listed
in Table II.

Figures 5 and 6 show the nucleation rates J as a function
of yC9 and SC9, respectively. To get a closer look at the trends
in J, we compare the results for different values of the ini-
tial density of methane in the system (indicated by different
symbols in Fig. 6(a)). One can observe that the initial density
of methane has small influence on J. Actually, the variation
of a nucleation rate about one order of magnitude is the typ-
ical fluctuation for nucleation simulation results. Figure 6(b)
shows the results for J obtained for different vapor mole frac-
tions of n-nonane, yC9. One can recognize a trend towards
higher nucleation rates for higher yC9 at fixed SC9. Due to the
simulation setup, nucleation starts at different conditions; for
each data point, the temperature (in K) and the pressure (in
bar) are indicated in Table II. Due to the large amount of state
variables characterizing a simulation run, it is difficult to plot
these data more systematically.

It has already been shown that the binary clusters are
structured.9 In addition, the composition of the critical clus-
ter, i.e., the mole fractions of components, can differ signif-
icantly from that of the equilibrium liquid phase. These two

facts are expected to affect the nucleation process and hence
the nucleation rate. We compare our simulation results with
predictions of the recently formulated coarse-grained theory
of binary nucleation (CGNT).18 The latter takes into account
inhomogeneous distribution of molecules within an arbitrary
(na,nb)-cluster (a = n-nonane, b = methane) by discriminat-
ing between the bulk and excess quantities of each species in
the cluster using the general formalism of the Gibbs dividing
surface:

ni = nl
i + nexc

i i = a,b. (3)

The excess numbers ni
exc are found by choosing the equimo-

lar surface for the mixture, known as the K-surface,48 defined
as ∑

nexc
i vl

i = 0,

where vl
i is the partial molecular volume in the liquid

phase (for calculation of vl
i , see Appendix D of Ref. 4). Its

combination with the Gibbs adsorption equation yields the
excess numbers na

exc and nb
exc. The Gibbs free energy of an

arbitrary binary cluster formation g = 	G/kBT is a function
of the total numbers na, nb as well as the bulk composition of
the cluster xl

b = nl
b/(nl

a + nl
b),

g(na, nb; xl
b) = −

∑
i=a,b

ni lnSi + geq, (4)

geq = −
∑
i=a,b

ni ln

[
yi,eq p

ycoex
i

(
xl

b, T
)
pcoex

i

(
xl

b, T
)
]

+ θmicro,a

[
ns

a − 1
]
. (5)

The first term in Eq. (4) is the non-equilibrium part of
g containing the supersaturations Si of the components.
The equilibrium part geq consists of the bulk and surface
contributions. The bulk contribution (first term in Eq. (5))
results from the difference in the bulk composition between
the given cluster and the equilibrium bulk liquid at T and p.
Here pcoex(xb

l, T) is the total pressure above the binary bulk
liquid solution with composition xl

b and ycoex
i (xl

b, T ) is the
corresponding vapor phase fraction of component i. Note that
this term can be both positive and negative.

The surface contribution (second term in Eq. (5)) is ob-
tained using coarse-graining of the configuration integral of

FIG. 6. Nucleation rates plotted versus the supersaturation in a double logarithmic plot. (a) The symbol styles indicate the different initial methane densities
(circles: 25.87, triangles: 18.14, squares: 13.28 mol/dm3). (b) Same data as in (a) but ordered by mole fractions. For each data point the conditions at the onset
of nucleation are indicated by labels corresponding to Table II. The symbol styles indicates different initial mole fractions (circles: y(C9) = 0,0023, triangles:
y(C9) = 0.0036, squares: y(C9) = 0.0013). Error bars as in Fig. 6(a).
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FIG. 7. Mole fraction of methane in the critical cluster as function of the
nucleation rate. The circles are calculations with CGNT18 and the squares are
typical MD data points. For each MD-data point temperature and pressure for
the onset of nucleation are indicated.

the binary (na,nb)-cluster. It is based on tracing out the degrees
of freedom of the more volatile component (b, here: methane).
As a result of coarse-graining, one is left with the configu-
ration integral of the single-component cluster of pseudo-a
molecules with the interaction energy implicitly depending on
the mole fraction of substance b in the original binary cluster.
The configuration integral of na-cluster is treated by means of
the mean field kinetic nucleation theory:49 θmicro,a(xb

l) is the
so-called “reduced microscopic surface tension” being the di-
mensionless (in the units of kBT) mean free energy per surface
molecule and na

s(na, xb
l) is the number of surface molecules

in the na-cluster.
The critical cluster of the binary system corresponds to

the saddle point of g in the space of the total numbers of
molecules of each species. The nucleation rate reads (for
details see Chap. 13 of Ref. 4)

J = vav A∗ Z∗ C
(
x l∗

b

)
e−g(n∗

a ,n
∗
b), (6)

where the star refers to the critical cluster and νav is the av-
erage impingement rate per unit surface; A∗ is the cluster sur-
face area and Z∗ is the Zeldovich factor. Furthermore,

C
(
x l∗

b

) = βycoex
a

(
x l∗

b

)
pcoex

(
x l∗

b

)
with β = 1

kBT
. (7)

We performed CGNT calculations for the n-nonane/methane
system using the Redlich-Kwong-Soave EoS.50 Figure 7
shows the CGNT predictions for the total (bulk + excess)
fraction of methane in the critical cluster as a function of the
nucleation rate at the nucleation conditions T = 240 K, p = 40
and 60 bar. The theory suggests an increasing total methane
fraction in the critical cluster with increasing nucleation rate.

Results obtained in MD simulations for approximately
the same (p,T) points—(245 K, 31 bar) and (240 K, 55 bar)—
are also indicated in Fig. 7. Due to the methodology of simula-
tions, the nucleation rate is at the upper end but it fits into the
trend of increasing the methane mole fraction in the critical
cluster beyond its equilibrium value at corresponding values
of p and T.

The total mole fraction of methane in the critical cluster
at p = 55 bar, T = 240 K, obtained in the simulations, is about
0.8; it is indicated at the bulk phase diagram in Fig. 3(a) by the

FIG. 8. Nucleation rate as function of the supersaturation of n-nonane. All
theoretical calculations are performed for T = 240 K. Closed circles and
closed triangles are calculations by means of CGNT18 for p = 60 bar and
40 bar, respectively. Open triangles are calculations by means of effective
CNT (see explanations in the text) for p = 40 bar. Blue dashed curve repre-
sents calculations by means of BCNT for p = 40 bar. The squares are typical
MD data points. For each MD-data point temperature and pressure for the
onset of nucleation are presented in Table IV.

circle labeled “MD 240 K.” The temperature at the onset of
nucleation, 240 K, is close to the equilibrium isotherm 248.15
K (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) which at p = 60 bar gives a mole
fraction of methane in the bulk liquid of about 0.3. It confirms
the conjecture that the methane mole fraction in the critical
cluster can be significantly higher than in the bulk phase.

Figure 8 shows the nucleation rates, predicted by the
CGNT as a function of the supersaturation of n-nonane at
T = 240 K and pressures of 40 and 60 bar. Also shown
are predictions of the Binary Classical Nucleation theory
(BCNT)10, 11 and an effective single-component CNT. Within
the latter approach, the single-component properties in CNT
are replaced by the corresponding properties of the binary
mixture. For the sake of consistency, BCNT and CNT calcu-
lations are performed using the same Redlich-Kwong-Soave
EoS as in CGNT. Also shown in Fig. 8 are exemplary MD-
results corresponding to approximately the same (p,T) points.
Due to the high supersaturation in MD simulations, the cal-
culated nucleation rates are very high; nevertheless one can
notice a good agreement with the CGNT by trend.

Predictions of BCNT and CNT differ significantly from
the CGNT and the MD results. The major reason is that criti-
cal clusters, corresponding to the saddle point of the free en-
ergy, are sufficiently small objects implying that their surface
energy should be described in terms of the microscopic sur-
face tension, as in CGNT, rather than the macroscopic sur-
face tension as in the phenomenological classical models.
The model for the free energy, in turn, determines the lo-
cation of the saddle point and hence the nucleation barrier;

TABLE IV. MD-data point temperature and pressure for the onset of nucle-
ation.

Data point T/K p/bar

A 249 40
B 240 55
C 234 51
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saddle points found in CGNT differ from the classical theory
predictions. The lower surface energy of the critical cluster
predicted by CGNT compared to CNT and BCNT shifts the
nucleation rate towards higher values.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here show that microscopic effects
significantly influence the nucleation in a binary system. This
appears to be the case especially if nucleation takes place un-
der high pressure. Increasing pressure leads to an increasing
amount of the more volatile substance in the forming clusters.
On one hand, this reflects the trend of the bulk phase behav-
ior that also exhibits an increasing mole fraction of the more
volatile methane in the equilibrium liquid phase. In addition,
there is a significant excess of the amount of methane in the
cluster compared to the bulk phase. Enrichment of methane
in the surface region of the cluster either by adsorption or by
phase separation in a finite size system is observed. All these
microscopic details affect the properties that govern nucle-
ation and hence influence the nucleation rate.

Although CGNT is superior to the classical models due
to the incorporation of microscopic properties, some devia-
tions to the simulation results remain. MD simulation results
indicate that the total molar fraction of methane in the criti-
cal cluster is higher than predicted by CGNT. Partly this can
be explained by the difference in external conditions between
simulations and theory: simulations were performed for very
high supersaturation SC9 ∼ 200–300 resulting in high nucle-
ation rates J ∼ 1026–1028 cm−3s−1 compared to the range of
reliable theoretical predictions J < 1021–1022 cm−3s−1, corre-
sponding to SC9 < 50–60. Going to higher theoretical super-
saturation causes numerical instabilities in searching of the
saddle point of the free energy. It is therefore desirable to per-
form simulations yielding lower nucleation rates, in the range
of J ∼ 1021–1022 cm−3s−1, to be able to carry out direct com-
parison with the theory.

However, this explanation is not fully satisfactory. A
weak point in CGNT, which may cause the discrepancy in the
methane content of the cluster, is the calculation of the excess
numbers of molecules ni

exc for an arbitrary cluster with a bulk
composition (na

l, nb
l). This is done solving the linear set of

equations consisting of the K-surface definition and the Gibbs
adsorption equation (see Chap. 11 of Ref. 4 for the details).
Both these equations involve the macroscopic properties, in
first place the plane layer surface tension, which can become
dubious when applied to small clusters. Moreover, a model
for activity coefficients in the liquid is required. If ni

exc de-
rived using this procedure turns out not to be small compared
to the bulk numbers, this approach can fall apart.51
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